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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The technologies and the integrated system developed during the FAIR Stations project will be
analysed in this deliverable from an economic point of view, in order to assess their sustainability.
However, given the scope of FAIR Stations, the target TRL (3) of the technologies involved /
investigated within the project and the limited set of information available, the analyses are
inevitably only partial and, in some cases, only qualitative. The results however provide insightful
indications regarding the technical and economic values of these technologies. For each of the
technologies investigated, the following has been carried out:
•

•

•

SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) Analysis, which will highlight
the potential value of the systems, highlighting both the positive and the negative aspects.
This analysis is particularly useful to identify possible solutions or actions to increase the
potential of the system, e.g. to eliminate the weakness or mitigate the threats.
CBS (Cost Breakdown Structure), which will define the costs of the elements according to
international standards (IEC 60300-3-3 and SAE-ARP42933) and to LCC (Life Cycle Cost)
Assessment. In particular, the CBS will provide a breakdown of the project into the
following cost elements:
o Life Acquisition Cost (LAC), that includes the equipment purchase cost, installation
cost, commissioning cost, insurance spare cost, design and administration cost.
o Life Ownership Cost (LOC), that includes the costs of ordinary and extraordinary
maintenance (both the consumption parts and the labour costs), logistic support
cost (energy consumption cost) and insurance cost.
Cost benefit analysis, which will evaluate the economic impact of the technology once
deployed and in operation. Modifications to the infrastructure and to trains, modifications
in station design, improvements to passenger flow and accessibility, decrease of crowd
congestion, reduction of train dwell time, improvements to passenger- safety and security
are the main factors considered in the analysis.

As discussed in details further in the document, the introduction of the technologies developed by
FAIR Stations can make railway stations safer and more accessible to normal users and PRMs.
Flexy2Ramp will enable independent and autonomous boarding and disembarking to all users,
including PRM categories that nowadays need the help of railway staff. Flexy2Ramp will not only
bring clear benefits to passengers with reduced mobility, but will also have a positive economic
impact on railway operators that will install the system. The CBA section provides some estimates
regarding the sustainability of the investment required to install Flexy2Ramp in stations and what
type of benefits it could bring to operators, both in terms of increased transport demand and
efficiency of the service.
As with Flexy2Ramp, the use of cameras capable of estimating the number of people within a
given environment can also bring benefits for users and operators. As reported in the dedicated
sections of the document, the introduction of such technology can allow a better management of
the user flows, reducing congestions and consequently making flows smoother and increasing
accessibility to spaces and services available in the stations. Besides, the application of this type
of technologies is not exclusively limited to crowd management, but can also be successfully
applied to shopping analytics, to analyse how customers move inside shops, or more generally
in commercial areas, for example to give greater prominence to specific products, with a positive
impact on sales.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The objective of this document is to analyse and assess (from both the technical and economic
points of view) the concepts developed in the previous WPs and the benefit they can provide to
stakeholders.
In particular, the deliverable includes:
•

•

•

A SWOT Analysis is an assessment tool used to critically analyse different concepts. The
SWOT Analysis allows identification of the strengths, the weaknesses, the opportunities
and the threats of the object under examination. This is the subject of Chapter 2.
Used in different fields, this tool t helps in identifying the positive and negative aspects of
the object of study. It can be used to highlight the criticalities that must be solved
(weakness and threats) and the strengths that represent the added value of the object
under analysis (strengths and opportunities).
A Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) is a tool to assess the cost-effectiveness of the
solutions, considering all the related costs, for comparison with those currently in use. This
is the subject of Chapter 3.
LCCA is a technical-economical assessment of a given industrial process, which could
generally be the manufacturing of a product, its design, or a service provision. In FAIR
Stations, the three demonstrators (i.e., the platform-based solution for the PTI, the train
access door system and the crowd management analysis solutions) will be assessed in
terms of cost-effectiveness. For each demonstrator, the analysis will compare the cost
breakdown structure of a system currently in use with the innovative solutions developed
within the project.
A Cost Benefit Analysis is performed in order to evaluate the possible positive effects
generated by the implementation of the concepts with respect to the implementation costs.
This is the subject of Chapter 4.
This is a technique used to carry out economic evaluations on possible investments. The
analysis takes into consideration the costs related to equipment, maintenance, insurance,
labour, etc. and compares them with the benefits derived from the use of the good/service
or object of evaluation.

Finally, conclusions are provided in Chapter 5.
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2 SWOT ANALYSIS
2.1

Platform-Based Solution for the PTI

2.1.1

Traditional Version

One of the objectives of FAIR Stations is to increase the level of accessibility of railway and metro
stations. The area of the station where people with reduced mobility face the greatest issues is
the platform. Boarding and alighting operations are not always easy for many passengers and
could pose a safety hazard. Indeed, very often there is a gap (horizontal and/or vertical) between
the platform and the train that cannot be covered. The clearest example is the case of a person
on a wheelchair: s/he cannot get on or off the train autonomously. Therefore, the use of a ramp
or an elevator is necessary (Figure 1). In addition, these systems must be operated by dedicated
personnel of the station. Use of boarding systems must be often booked at least several hours in
advance. In any case, not all systems can fill both the vertical step and the horizontal gap. In the
following sections, strengths and weaknesses of lifts (one of the most advanced systems currently
in use for PRMs boarding and disembarking) are reported.
•

•

Strengths
o Low initial and maintenance costs;
o The portable elevator can be used at any train door (with the minimum necessary
dimensions);
o The personnel can place the lift manually at the train door.
Weaknesses
o People can use it only if assisted by personnel;
o It must be booked in advance;
o Passengers on-board cannot use the door that is used for the boarding operations
of a wheelchair user;
o Long time of operation;
o The system operation time causes an increase in the train dwell time;
o Usually, it cannot compensate vertical negative steps.

Figure 1 Example of train door lift (evaccess).

2.1.2

New Concepts

The weaknesses and the threats outlined in the previous analysis define the targets that new
devices shall aim for. These are, therefore, the problems faced by the systems shown in [1] and
[2]. They need to be addressed while increasing the accessibility of the stations and the autonomy
level of all users (especially the most vulnerable, the PRMs). Below, the SWOT analyses of the
concepts developed within FAIR Stations are reported.
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Table 1 Flexi Ramp.
Strengths

S

Weaknesses

Opportunities

It can compensate the
gaps in all 3 directions

Medium - high cost of
maintenance

Fast operation

High initial cost

W

O

A system can be
implemented for
each platform
The system can be
integrated with
sensors to recognize
the exact position of
the train door

Dedicated access for
wheelchair users

It needs a technical
time to set the right
configuration

It can compensate
also small vertical
negative steps

Protection system for
wheelchair users
(gate)

The size of the system
is too large when
compared to the
platform dimension

Autonomy of use by
wheelchair users

It allows both
boarding and alighting
of passengers
Double access ramp
It does not need the
intervention of
operators
The train door remains
operational even if the
system is in use
Users on wheelchair
can use it
autonomously
The system can be
required and activated
directly by wheelchair
users thanks to a
specific activation
code
Presence of handrails
The extendable blade
enters into train
ensuring no gap
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Threats
The user may
overturn

T

Possible failures

The system size
could interfere
with people flow
(taking in account
the limited space
of a platform)
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Table 2 AllWay.
Strengths

Weaknesses

It can compensate the
gaps in all 3 directions

S

Fast operation

Opportunities

A system can be
implemented for
each platform

High cost of
maintenance

W

High initial cost

Dedicated access for
wheelchair users

It needs a technical
time to set the right
configuration

Protection system for
wheelchair users
(gate)

It cannot
compensate vertical
negative steps

It allows both
boarding and alighting
of passengers

The size of the
system is too large
compared to the
platform dimension

It does not need
operators
The train door
remains operational
even if the system is
in use
Users on wheelchair
can use it
autonomously
The system can be
required and
activated directly by
wheelchair users
thanks to a specific
activation code
Presence of handrails
The extendable blade
enters into train to
ensure no gap
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Threats

O

The system can
be integrated
with sensors to
recognize the
exact position of
the train door
Autonomy of use
by wheelchair
users

T

The passive
stairs can cause
problems when
the system
must
compensate
negative
vertical steps
The system size
could interfere
with people
flow (taking in
account the
limited space of
a platform)
User may
overturn

Possible
failures
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Table 3 FlexiHump.
Strengths

Weaknesses

The flexible ramp
allows to achieve
different slopes and
shapes depending on
the train door
position

S

The vertical hydraulic
actuators are free to
move along the rails

Opportunities

It cannot
compensate the
horizontal gap
between train and
platform

W

O

High cost of
maintenance

Double access ramp

High initial cost

It does not need
operators

The system is too
complex because of
the number of
components; this
increases the total
costs.

The train door
remains operational
even if the system is
in use

The peak of the
ramp has a limited
space, the system is
not so adaptable
along the platform

Users on wheelchair
can use it
autonomously

Handrails are
missing

No protection
divides the system
from the train
Different slopes for
the two ramps
The system has not
gates that prevent
its use when it is
moving or not in
service
The size of the
system is too large
compared to the
platform dimension
It cannot
compensate
vertical negative
steps
It has not a
reserved spot for
wheelchair users
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Threats

It can be designed
to cover multiple
doors

The horizontal gap
may lead to
accident

A system can be
implemented for
each platform

Passengers getting
of the train may not
give priority to
users on wheelchair

The system can be
integrated with
sensors to
recognize the exact
position of the train
door

T

User may overturn

Possible failures

The lack of
handrails and gates
could represent a
potential threat for
the users, who may
fall and injure
themselves.
The system size
could interfere with
people flow (taking
in account the
limited space of a
platform)
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Table 4 Flexi2Ramp.
Strengths

Weaknesses

It can compensate the
gaps in all 3 directions

S

Opportunities

Threats

A system can be
implemented for each
platform

High cost of
maintenance

W

O

Fast operation

High initial cost

The system can be
integrated with
sensors to recognize
the exact position of
the train door

Dedicated access for
wheelchair users

It needs a technical time
to set the right
configuration

Autonomy of use by
wheelchair users

People flow is easily
managed thanks the
employment of only
one ramp and the
presence of a
wheelchair user spot
It allows both boarding
and alighting of
passengers
It does not need
operators
The train door remains
operational even if the
system is in use
Users on wheelchair can
use it autonomously
The system can be
required and activated
directly by wheelchair
users thanks to a
specific activation code
The external gate
represents an additional
protection system
Presence of handrails
Compact solution
The presence of a single
ramp reduces
maintenance costs
compared to the other
systems
The extendable blade
enters into train to
ensure no gap

T

The passive
stairs can
cause
problems when
the system
must
compensate
negative
vertical steps.
User may
overturn

Possible
failures

It can compensate
also small vertical
negative steps

The final concept (Table 4) emerges as the best choice among the different concepts proposed.
The SWOT Analysis revealed that Flexy2Ramp has more strengths than the other concepts.
Furthermore, it minimizes the weaknesses and threats.
In comparison with a lift (Table 5), this system:
•
•
•
•

Allows persons with reduced mobility (PRMs) to get on and off the train autonomously.
Adapts to the actual position of the train door detected, thanks to dedicated sensors,
through several actuators, which allow the system to move horizontally along the platform
and vertically to compensate the vertical step.
Allows filling both the horizontal gap and the vertical step. Besides, the extendable ramp
allows the user to get directly inside the train, ensuring no gap.
Allows for easier and faster boarding and alighting of the passengers.

The main issue concerning this system is the cost. Flexy2Ramp is more expensive than the lifts
and the ramps currently used (see the Table 5). Therefore, it is important to assess and to
demonstrate its cost-effectiveness, i.e. the sustainability of the economic investment (this will be
described in the following sections).
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Table 5 Report of the devices' costs (figures provided by consortium partners).

Ramp/lift system
Manual lift
Folding ramps integrated into the vehicle
Manually placeable ramp
Wheelchair lifts installed in the vehicles
Flexy2Ramp

2.2

Unit cost1
Notes
4.000 - 5.000 €
10.000 € For one side, 20.000 € for both
500 - 2.000 €
25.000 € For one side, 50.000 € for both
60.000 €

Train Door

Railway stakeholders have been working to create a European railway network for a decade: a
rail connection that allows trains from different countries to move across the borders. This is a
slow and difficult process because each country has infrastructure with very different
characteristics (for example the track gauges). Thus, trains have different dimensions (as already
discussed in D5.1 [1]) and so they cannot cross the borders and run on the tracks of other
countries. In this context, ERA (European Railway Agency [3]) is the entity which is working to
standardize the railway network and trains in all European Countries with the objective of creating
a European railway network. In this framework, FAIR Stations provides support by providing new
solutions that allow achieving the ERA objective. The implementation of the device previously
introduced is possible also if the train doors and the train internal spaces are standardized (e.g.
differences in controls are shown in Figure 2). ERA, as already mentioned, has produced a list of
standards called Technical Specification for Interoperability (TSI [4]). Railway stakeholders must
comply with the TSI when designing new railway infrastructures and trains. The doors introduced
in D5.2 [2] (one for the long-distance train and the other for short-distance train) have been
designed following the TSI and they are proposed as a possible reference model. These doors
have in common the same systems and devices (e.g. opening button, alert systems, security and
safety systems), which are installed following the same positioning scheme. The only difference
lies in the size of the doors:
•
•

Short-distance trains are commonly designed to accommodate a large amount of people
and the door(s) should be wide enough to allow passengers to board and alight quickly.
Long-distance trains are less crowded, so doors can be narrower than those of shortdistance trains.

These concepts, while complying with European standards, are mainly designed in such a way
that the Flexy2Ramp system can interact with the train safely and without obstacles. For this
reason, special sensors and warning systems have been integrated to inform the passengers that
Flexy2Ramp is operating and they should not trespass the demarcation area where the
extendable blade will stop. In the following paragraphs, the SWOT analysis is performed for the
train doors, both current and those proposed in the FAIR Stations, to compare the weak points
and the strong ones in a qualitative way.

1

The economic values of the train doors are provided by ÖBB (https://www.oebb.at/), SBB
(https://www.sbb.ch/it/home.html) and IFE (https://www.ife-doors.com/en/). They should be considered
only as reference costs for this study; they may be different.
13 / 40
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Figure 2 Different train door controls.

2.2.1

Traditional version

As already mentioned, two main types of trains have been considered: the short-distance trains
and the long-distance trains. The elements that characterize the two types are mainly structural.
The first category of trains is designed to carry as many passengers as possible: they have many
seats; they can have double-decker carriages and very wide access doors to facilitate the flow of
people. Instead, the long-distance trains usually have less seats and narrow doors. In the
following strengths and weaknesses of current train doors are provided.
•
•

2.2.2

Strengths
o Each door is designed to fit the train car in the best possible way, complying with
space constraints and other needs.
Weaknesses
o The doors do not follow a standardized design;
o Different doors may also mean different warning systems;
o The requirements provided by TSI may not be respected;
o The doors and/or the internal space of the train may not be suited to “host” the
platform-based Flexy2Ramp system.
New concept

Table 6 reports the SWOT Analysis carried out for the two train door concepts. The elements
considered are the same for both train types, since they follow the same layout.
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Table 6 Train doors proposed by FAIR Stations.
Strengths

Weaknesses

The door control
follows the TSI
regarding its position,
colour

S

W

No physical
barriers to
protect
passengers in
the safety area
while the ramp
is in action
(however safety
systems are
available in
Flexy2Ramp to
prevent the
system hitting
any passenger)

Opportunities

Threats

These doors can
potentially
become the
reference doors
for new longdistance and shortdistance European
trains

O

The door colour is in
contrast with the rail car
colour

The dimensions of
the door and the
surrounding area
are designed to
comply with the
platform-based
Plexy2Ramp
system

Passengers can
trespass the safety
area while the ramp
is in action

T

The door is accessible
for any user (also a
wheelchair user)
The position of the
handrails is compliant
with the TSI
There is a safety area,
near the door, that must
be left free when the
ramp is in action
The door is equipped
with visual and audio
warnings to inform and
warn passengers
The dimensions of the
steps (when present)
are compliant with the
TSI

2.3

Crowd Management Analysis Solutions

One of the main objectives of FAIR Stations is to increase the accessibility level of the stations
for the users, with particular attention paid to PRMs. Among the solutions developed during the
activities of this framework was one that concerns analysis and management of the crowd flow
based on video analytics. This enables the detection and monitoring of people flow in the railway
station environment. A real time monitoring would enable the implementation of crowd flow
management strategies, aimed at reducing congestion and to improve the routing of people in the
station. In FAIR Stations, although the images available from the CCTV cameras had a very low
resolution, the results obtained were very good (as reported in deliverable D4.2). This means that
existing CCTV systems can be exploited for monitoring the people flow in the environment, even
if the quality of the images is not very high. Surveillance systems are operative 24/7; however,
they are actually used only when an incident occurs. The idea is then to use the information from
the cameras to monitor and optimize the people flow and then the accessibility level. Two the
solutions investigated by FAIR Stations are shown below:
•
•

Application of special algorithms to detect and count persons from images recorded by
traditional CCTV systems.
Use of special cameras to detect and count persons (i.e. 3D cameras).

In this deliverable, traditional CCTV cameras used for surveillance scopes were compared with
3D camera systems. These devices are integrated with special components and algorithms that
enable the detection and counting of people in the framed area. Today, several types of these
devices are available on the market, offering different features, e.g. providing high quality images
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in both colour and black and white, or properly operating both during the day and night. The
images recorded by these devices are an important source of data that can be further elaborated
to obtain new useful information. For example, the number of users in an area or a corridor or the
number of people entering and exiting the station through a specific path. The 3D cameras
employed in FAIR Stations were installed in the Chamartín metro station in Madrid as a sort of
"virtual gate", in order to count the transits in proximity of a staircase and two escalators.
The SWOT analysis developed aims to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the traditional
monitoring systems and the new monitoring system based on people detection and counting.
2.3.1

Traditional systems supported by image processing algorithms

The surveillance systems implemented in most cases are composed of cameras (wired or
wireless, Figure 3) connected to a central monitoring system with a DVR (Digital Video Record)
for the image storage and one or more monitors for viewing images. The cameras, as already
mentioned, can record colour or black and white images, and are not affected by the presence or
absence of light. They can also offer additional features, such as sound recording or motion
detection (the camera records only when an object is moving in the environment). Therefore,
these systems can be used for video surveillance and threats prevention, but the processing of
the recorded images with appropriate algorithms offers a great opportunity to extract very relevant
information and not just the simple recording of the images. In particular, in FAIR Stations image
processing using neural networks was proposed as a solution to detect and count people in the
station. The SWOT analysis below takes in account the features of these cameras (and in general
of surveillance systems).
Table 7 Innovative camera systems.
Strengths

Weaknesses

These devices are quite
cheap

S

They allow to monitor
wide areas

Opportunities

There is no automated
data processing

W

The images must be
monitored by an
operator

O

They can collect both
audio and visual
information
Most work both during
the day and the night

The images can be
processed with
algorithms to detect
and/or count people in
an area
Appropriate camera
calibration allows to
add precise information
about objects’ speeds,
relative distances and
positions
Integration with a
system to measure the
time spent in the area

Threats
Effectiveness is largely
affected by obstacles in
the field of view

T

The camera may be
vulnerable to cyber
attack

The price of these cameras is not high if compared with 3D cameras, as it can range from 50 to
200 Euro. This makes them suitable for very large surveillance systems composed of many
cameras, in order to monitor large areas of the infrastructure and to view an area from different
angles. However, a CCTV system is generally used to prevent and detect incidents and
dangerous situations. The integration of special algorithms for image processing would enable
people detection and counting, thus widely expanding the capabilities of the surveillance systems.
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Figure 3 Two different camera types.

2.3.2

3D cameras

The new approach proposed by FAIR Stations considers a monitoring system used also for real
time crowd flow analysis and management. Data collected can be used to improve the customer
service and to prevent possible dangerous situations, ensuring users’ safety and security (e.g. in
overcrowded areas). The methods suggested application of 3D cameras. These devices are
available in different models with different features. First of all 3D cameras can be either active or
passive: the former can detect images thanks to the reflection of modulated waves transmitted
from the camera to the objects in the environment (e.g. LiDAR), while the latter (Figure 4) can
detect and count people by making a comparison between the empty area and the same area
with people.

Figure 4 Passive 3D camera (Vivotek).

The SWOT analysis in Table 8 shows the main features of passive 3D cameras used to detect
and count the number of people entering and leaving a specific area.
Table 8 3D camera.
Strengths

S

It creates a virtual gate
and can count people
crossing it
It can provide object
tracking path
It can filter carts,
children and strollers
It can detect U-turns to
avoid double counting

Weaknesses

Opportunities

It can monitor small
areas

W

The price is higher than
for 2D cameras
Most are affected by
shadows, reflections or
glare conditions.
Devices not affected
are available, but more
expensive

O

It can provide bidirectional counting
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T

The operation of the
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The passive 3D cameras taken as a reference can create a sort of virtual gate and count the
number of persons crossing it with high accuracy. In addition, the object tracking path enables
the detection of false gate crossing; this means that all the persons are monitored until they are
in the camera field of view. The count increases only when the subject crosses the exit line, while
it does not if the subject returns to the entry line (as shown in Figure 5). The cost of such 3D
camera is higher than the camera described in the previous section. However, it does not need
any video processing to count the number of transits. As a downside, 3D camera counts are often
affected by visibility conditions (e.g. shadows, reflections, low light, etc.). High-end models can
overcome these problems, but at a higher price.

Figure 5 Object tracking path (Vivotek).
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3 LIFE CYCLE COST ASSESSMENT (LCCA)
For each of the technologies analysed in this document, a LCCA was performed, on the basis of
the Cost Breakdown Structure (CBS), which is the breakdown of the manufacturing process into
cost elements: it is a structured list of costs, divided per type (e.g. equipment and maintenance).
Figure 6 presents the structure established to develop the LCCA.

Figure 6 LCCA structure.

3.1
3.1.1

Platform-Based Solution for the PTI
Cost elements

The Flexy2Ramp components are analysed in relation to their categories (mechanical or electrical
components), in order to have a more detailed overview of the components impact on the total
cost. Therefore, the total cost related to purchase of the system is given by the sum of the system
components, the equipment commissioning cost (this is assumed to be 4%), the installation cost
(that is the cost of the excavation and the cost related to the actual installation of the system) and,
finally, the profit margin (assumed to be 25% of the total cost of Flexy2Ramp components).
Furthermore, the annual depreciation of the system purchased is also considered, in order to
evaluate the economic impact of each system per year. The Flexy2Ramp system is assumed to
have an operating life of 20 years, considering a regular maintenance (a revision is planned every
6 months). Table 9 details the cost items and economic values split into LAC types (mechanic
and electrical components, installation cost and profit).
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The cost items are based on the costs of the integrated PoC prototype described in the
deliverables of WP5. To simplify the calculations, the following rough estimation was made for
the mechanical components: as the prototype is in scale 1:4, then it was assumed that the cost
for the mechanics of the full scale system could be around 4 times the cost of the PoC prototype.
The cost of electrical and electronic components was roughly estimated, based on the number
and type of components that would be likely installed in a full scale PTI system and the costs for
SW development and the re-design of the system to make it SIL-4 compliant (roughly estimated
at 300 kEuro). The figures in the calculations are also dependent on the volumes of PTI systems
installed. More advanced and detailed analysis, out of the scope of FAIR Stations, given the target
TRL3, shall be performed at a later stage of development after the FAIR Stations project.
The costings for Flexy2Ramp were estimated based on the cost of the TRL3 prototype mock-up
developed within FAIR Stations – and described in details in deliverable D5.3 “Door-Platform
Alignment POC Demonstrator and System Integration” –, which is in scale 1:4, compared to a full
size system. These should then be considered as a first rough estimation of the total cost of a full
scale Flexy2Ramp system.
Table 9 Flexy2Ramp LAC.

Cost Item
Mechanical
Components Cost
Electrical Components
Cost
Installation Cost
Profit of the Seller
Total Cost

35.000,00 €

1.762,80 €

Total
(with equipment
commissioning cost)
36.400,00 €

5.000,00 €

211,50 €

5.200,00 €

3.000,00 €
900,00 €
25% of the components cost
45.366,00 €
2.874,30 €

3.000,00 €
10.750,00 €
55.350,00 €

Annual Depreciation
[20 Years]

Purchase Cost

The total cost reported in Table 9 considers only the cost of acquisition. Therefore, the cost that
a railway operator shall pay for a Flexy2Ramp system. To this, the annual cost of maintaining the
system must be added (maintenance, energy consumption costs, insurance costs). Insurance
and the energy consumption costs will not be taken into account in the LOC analysis, because
they can be assumed the same as for traditional systems. The maintenance is split into ordinary
maintenance and extraordinary maintenance and then further split into human resources and
spare parts. Two ordinary interventions are foreseen per year, while the cost of the extraordinary
maintenance is distributed over a period of five years (i.e. the time after which the probability of
requiring an extraordinary maintenance is generally high). It has been assumed the employment
of two operators for each intervention with a wage of 50 Euro/hour, for 8 working hours.
Table 10 Flexy2Ramp LOC.

Cost item
Ordinary Maintenance (human resources)
Ordinary Maintenance (spare part consumption cost)
Extraordinary Maintenance (human resources)
Extraordinary Maintenance (spare part consumption cost)
Total cost

3.1.2

Production phases contribution
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Total cost
1.600 €
160 €
320 €
800 €
2.880 €
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The cost allocation aspects for the Flexy2Ramp are analysed in this section, in order to assess
the effect of LAC and LOC (and their cost items) on the final production cost. This is for both the
traditional systems and the systems developed by FAIR Stations.
Figure 7 shows a pie chart in which the economic impacts of each item are shown. The largest
pie slice is the one that concerns the mechanical components (66%), then followed by the seller
profit (but its impact is less than 1/3 of the mechanical components) and, finally, by the electrical
components and installation costs.

Figure 7 Life Cycle Cost (LAC) pie chart.

Figure 8 shows the pie chart about the ownership cost of a Flexy2Ramp system in one-year
period. Intervention costs are higher than the others because the maintenance plan includes two
revisions per year. The second highest cost item is the purchase of spare parts following the
extraordinary maintenance. The high cost is justified by the fact that this intervention requires the
replacement of damaged components with new ones (fixed at 10% of the entire cost of the
components) but distributed over 5 years of service.
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Figure 8 Life Ownership Cost (LOC) pie chart.

3.1.3

Comparison and conclusions

In this paragraph, the results obtained by the LCCA of Flexy2Ramp are compared with a
traditional lift, only in terms of the initial investment. Obviously, this first analysis is not sufficient
to determine the best system, because it considers only the economic investment for the
customers and not the benefits.
Table 11 shows the costs for the traditional lifts used in railway stations [5]; the LAC has a smaller
impact than for Flexy2Ramp. This is because the new system is more complex, and the seller
profit is proportional to the cost of the components). For what concerns the LOC, it is possible to
state that the cost of Flexy2Ramp is higher than the cost of the lift (due to the costs of the
components). However, the difference is not as sensitive as in the case of the LAC.
Table 11 Lift for PRMs LCC.

LOC

LAC

Cost item

Purchase
cost

Acquisition cost

5.000,00 €

Installation cost

1.000,00 €

Ordinary Maintenance (human
resources)
Ordinary Maintenance (spare part
consumption cost)
Extraordinary Maintenance
(human resources)
Extraordinary Maintenance (spare
part consumption cost)

Equipment
commissioning cost (4%)
200,00 €

Annual depreciation
(10 years)

Total

500,00 €

5.200,00 €

100,00 €

1.000,00 €

1.600,00 €

1.600,00 €

160,00 €

160,00 €

320,00 €

320,00 €

104,00 €

104,00 €

LAC

6.000,00 €

200,00 €

600,00 €

6.200,00 €

LOC

2.184,00 €

0,00 €

0,00 €

2.184,00 €

Total cost

8.184,00 €

200,00 €
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Furthermore, the operating life of the two systems must be considered: we estimate an operating
life for Flexy2Ramp two times longer than for the lift. This factor is not negligible when assessing
the overall costs of the two systems. In fact, this means that the LAC of the lift should be
considered twice in order to be compared with the Flexy2Ramp. Instead, since the LOC are
considered as annual amounts, these must be multiplied by 20 for the costs to be compared in
the reference period considered (20 years). Table 12 summarises the results of the comparison
between the two systems in the same reference period of exploitation.
Table 12 Comparison among the costs of the Flexy2Ramp and two traditional lifts after 20 years of
exploitation

Item cost
LAC
LOC
Total cost

Flexy2Ramp

Traditional Lift x2

58.230,00 €
57.600,00 €
115.830,00 €

12.400,00 €
43.680,00 €
56.080,00 €

The Flexy2Ramp LAC is more than four times greater than that of the traditional lift (even if two
traditional lifts are purchased). Even the LOC of the new system has a greater impact, but the
costs are similar. The Flexy2Ramp total cost after 20 years of use is two times higher than the
investment required for purchasing two lifts (one for the first 10 years and the other one for the
second 10 years).
As result of this first analysis, the investment required by Flexy2Ramp appears to be much higher
than for a traditional system such as a lift. Nevertheless, the cost benefit analysis carried out in
§4.2 will provide a final assessment of the sustainability of the economic investment.

3.2

Train Door

The LCCA of the train door does not require the same level of detail as the analysis carried out
for the platform-based system for the PTI, because the components and the structural elements
are the same for both existing doors and the doors designed by FAIR Stations. In fact, the main
differences between the traditional version and the doors considered by FAIR Stations are just
the following: the configuration (i.e. the position of the elements), to comply with the TSI; the
warning system, communicating with Flexy2Ramp, to inform the passengers that the PTI system
is operating. The elements analysed in the following section are reported in the cut-off criteria of
Figure 9.

LAC

LOC

•Acquisition cost
•New warning system

•Ordinary Maintenance
(human & spare parts)
•Extraordinary Maintenance
(human & spare parts)

Figure 9 Cut-off criteria for the train door.

3.2.1

Cost elements

The train doors are generally designed and realized ad hoc for the rail cars. This led to the
production of several doors where the elements (e.g. door controls, warning systems, lights, etc.)
are placed in different positions. The materials, components and systems implemented are often
the same for different train doors. This factor is particularly important in order to carry out a
representative LCCA (Table 13). For the LAC, the medium acquisition cost of a door was
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considered, and the cost associated with the integration of the warning system connected with
the Flexy2Ramp system (which will be activated when this system is in operation) is added.
The LOC is evaluated based on two ordinary maintenance interventions per year and an
extraordinary maintenance every 5 years (which is spread over the 5 years).

LOC

LAC

Table 13 Train door concept LCCA.

Cost item
Acquisition cost
Flexy2Ramp warning system
Ordinary Maintenance (human resources)
Ordinary Maintenance (spare part consumption cost)
Extraordinary Maintenance (human resources)
Extraordinary Maintenance (spare part consumption cost)
LAC
LOC
Total cost

3.2.2

Total
2.300,00 €
1.000,00 €
200,00 €
20,00 €
80,00 €
66,00 €
3.300,00 €
366,00 €
3.666,00 €

Production phases contribution

FAIR Stations has not produced any new train door design or prototype, but rather proposed
modifications and integration of additional devices (i.e. sensors, alarms, etc.) into existing train
door designs, for the proper operation of the PTI system. Therefore, a cost analysis of the train
door components was not possible.
3.2.3

Comparison and conclusions

Table 14 shows the costs related to the traditional doors, as it is possible to notice the difference
is related strictly to the presence of the new warning system. Even the cost of the maintenance is
slightly increased because of the presence of this system. In conclusion, it can be stated that the
difference in expenditure per unit is not significant and therefore the integration / replacement of
the new designed doors should be economically sustainable for the train owners.
Table 14 Cost items of a traditional door.

LAC

Acquisition cost

LOC

Cost item
Ordinary Maintenance (human resources)
Ordinary Maintenance (spare part consumption cost)
Extraordinary Maintenance (human resources)
Extraordinary Maintenance (spare part consumption cost)

Total
2.300,00 €
200,00 €
20,00 €
80,00 €
46,00 €

LAC

2.300,00 €

LOC

346,00 €

Total cost
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Table 15 Comparison between the two door systems (new concept and current doors).

Item
cost
LAC
LOC2
Total
cost
3.3
3.3.1

New train doors

Traditional train doors

3.300,00 €
366,00 €

2.300,00 €
346,00 €

3.666,00 €

2.646,00 €

Crowd Management Analysis Solutions
Cost elements

3D cameras have different costs depending on their technical features. used in FAIR Stations to
carry out the activities reported in D4.2 is the 3D passive camera SC8131 by Vivotek [5]. The cost
of the elements of this device is shown in Table 16. SIIT/AITEK, in charge of carrying out the tests
on people counting in their laboratory and in the station environment, provided the costings.
Ordinary maintenance is estimated to be about the 8% of the acquisition cost for the human
resource and around 5% of the acquisition cost for the spare parts. This value takes into account
also the secondary devices connected to the camera (such as server and cabling). The
extraordinary maintenance is not considered because this is very often just the replacement of
the camera with a new one. Annual energy consumption is evaluated taking into account a period
of service of 18 hours for each day of the year (365), the cost of each kWh is equal to 0,30 Euro
(considering the highest cost of energy in Europe, i.e. Denmark and Germany) [6].
Table 16 LAC and LOC of Vivotek SC8131.
Purchase cost
Cost item
LAC

LOC

Acquisition cost
Cost item
Ordinary Maintenance (human resources)
Ordinary Maintenance (spare part
consumption cost)
Energy consumption cost

600,00 €
Ownership cost
item
48,00 €

Annual
depreciation (10
years)
60,00 €
Period of use
[hours]

0,30 €

Total
624,00 €
Total
48,00 €
30,00 €

30,00 €

Total cost

3.3.2

Equipment
commissioning cost
(4%)
24,00 €
Energy consumption
[Watt]

6

18

11,83 €
713,83 €

Production phases contribution

The 3D camera treated in this section is not a technology developed within FAIR Stations, but
rather identified as an enabling technology for crowd management analysis. As already
mentioned above, the device used for the project objectives is a commercial system by Vivotek.
Therefore, an accurate analysis of the camera components is not possible.
3.3.3

Comparison and conclusions

The price range for the cameras is quite wide and largely dependent on their technical features.
Among the most common characteristics is the capability to record coloured or black and white

2

Life Ownership Cost valued for each year. The extraordinary cost is amortized over a period of 5 year
(one extraordinary maintenance every 5 years).
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images with different resolutions, record sounds, and transmit data through a wired or a wireless
communication channel. Other advanced features lead these devices to specific uses. One e
example is comparison of the two cameras:
1. A simple camera used for a CCTV.
2. A 3D camera used to detect and count objects (and for this study, the objects are obviously
persons).
Introducing the costs of a simple CCTV camera, the aspects to be compared was evaluated. The
methodology behind the analysis is the same applied to evaluate the costs of the Vivotek camera
(in Table 16). Acquisition cost is the key parameter that affects the maintenance cost. If the
system is complex and expensive, maintenance will have a significant economic impact.
Table 17 LAC and LOC of an IP camera.

Purchase cost
Cost item
LAC

Acquisition cost

350,00 €
Cost item

LOC

Equipment
commissioning cost
(4%)

Ownership cost
item

Ordinary Maintenance (human resources)

28,00 €

Ordinary Maintenance (spare part
consumption cost)

17,50 €

Energy consumption cost

Annual
depreciation (10
years)

14,00 €
Energy consumption
[Watt]

0,30 €

35,00 €
Period of use
[hours]

Total
364,00 €
Total
28,00 €
17,50 €

6

18

Total cost

11,83 €
421,33 €

Table 18 shows the comparison between a CCTV camera and the Vivotek SC8131. It is
immediately clear the difference in terms of LAC. As mentioned, the LOC is dependent on the
acquisition cost (LAC). Therefore, the higher cost of the 3D camera is justified by its initial cost.
A system made only of 3D cameras will be significantly more expensive than a common CCTV
system. The complete replacement of CCTV cameras with 3D ones should not be considered as
the best solution by default, as it depends on the final scope of the camera system. In case the
operator is interested in counting the number of transits (or the number of people) in an area, then
3D cameras are recommended. Otherwise, if the objective is just monitoring and surveillance,
then 2D cameras are preferable.
Table 18 Comparison between 3D camera and CCTV camera.

Item cost
LAC
LOC
Total cost

Vivotek SC8131
624,00 €
89,83 €
713,83 €

CCTV camera
364,00 €
57,33 €
421,33 €

Analysis of the economic sustainability of systems based on 3D cameras will be discussed in
§4.4.
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4 COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
A detailed analysis, based on the limited data set available, was carried out only for the platformbased system for the PTI. Given the limited modifications suggested for the train doors on the
one hand, and the wide potential applications of the enabling technologies for crowd analysis and
management on the other hand, only qualitative considerations are provided for these, in
particular for the latter.

4.1

RAMPART Cost-Benefit Analysis

Within the RAMPART EU project (GA n. HOME/2013/CIPS/AG/4000005116) a cost-benefit
methodology was developed and then implemented in the SecuRail tool. The latter was
developed as a decision-making support tool for security managers to assess their railway
infrastructure against physical terrorist attacks. It is also a cost-benefit assessment methodology
to compare different, but equivalent, security measures and procedures. Indeed, the tool can
provide a quantitative estimation of risk, expressed in financial terms.
The methodology (Figure 10) was developed to assess how much a countermeasure can reduce
the total risk to the infrastructure.

Figure 10 Schematic approach of the cost-benefit methodology developed in RAMPART.

The cost-benefit evaluation of a countermeasure is performed by quantitatively evaluating the risk
which the infrastructure is exposed to against potential threats, in the case the countermeasure
under investigation is in place, and comparing such value with the quantitative risk in the case the
countermeasure is not operating.
However, for this calculation scheme to be properly used, precise and extensive information is
needed. The cost-benefit evaluation engine of SecuRail can provide the detailed cost and benefit
of security elements and procedures in the analysis time domain, taking into account risk
mitigation and deterrence potential, capital and operating expenditures (yearly operating and
maintenance costs), amortization period, value of assets in the infrastructure, etc. However, as
reported in the previous section, only a limited and partial set of information was available for the
technologies assessed by FAIR Stations and described in the current deliverable. Subsequently,
the methodological approach developed and used in RAMPART could not be exploited within
FAIR Stations.
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4.2

Platform-Based Solution for the PTI

In this section, the economic sustainability of the Flexy2Ramp system will be evaluated, to assess
whether its purchase can provide a substantial economic return, compensating the investment. It
is important to remind that the investment required for the acquisition of a single Flexy2Ramp is
more than two times greater than the investment required to buy two lifts (Table 12). From now
on, it will be assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that the purchase cost of a Flexy2Ramp is 45.000
Euro and that its annual maintenance cost amounts to 2.900 Euro. The scenario presented below
is aimed at assessing the cost-effectiveness of the system. It is based on the average number of
accidents per year at the PTI, during the boarding/alighting operations, and the average Value of
Statistical Life (VSL). The scenario analysed is based on the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
4.2.1

Determination of the VSL;
Determination of the average number of accidents at the PTI;
Identification of the main railway stations;
Economic impact analysis, following the introduction of Flexy2Ramp;
Further considerations.
Determination of the VSL according to the Italian case

Italy was selected as the reference Country for the CBA, for the following reasons: a larger and
richer set of data was available, compared to any other EU Countries involved in the project, thus
enabling the definition of a scenario for the impact assessment of Flexy2Ramp; Italy is among the
European countries that would benefit the most from the introduction of the PTI system, because
of the large number of stations in the Country (4.280); besides Italy has a ratio between the
number of daily trips and the number of stations (12,33) which is in line with Germany and France,
among the other EU Countries counting more than 1.000 stations (Table 19) [7], then making Italy
a very representative scenario to be investigated. Italy was then selected as the reference case,
representing the EU Countries which would benefit the most from the introduction of Flexy2Ramp.
Table 19 Eurostat data on number of travels in the EU countries [7].

1.439

Number of travels per
day [million passengerskm]
12.076,8

Belgium

582

-

-

Bulgaria

144

1.434,2

9,96

Croatia

628

735,9

1,17

Cyprus

8

-

-

Czech Republic

433

9.403,3

21,72

Denmark

371

6.280,0

16,93

Estonia

15

366,4

24,43

Finland

210

4.270,7

20,34

France

7.382

96.689,5

13,10

Germany

7.652

95.529,4

12,48

Greece

81

111,7

1,38

Hungary

95

-

-

Ireland

140

2.122,4

15,16

4.280

52.777,8

12,33

8

681,2

85,15

Lithuania

74

264,6

3,58

Luxembourg

73

412,9

5,66

8

-

-

Country
Austria

Italy
Latvia

Malta

Number of stations
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Netherland

442

-

-

Poland

425

20.120,2

47,34

Portugal

185

4.515,8

24,41

Romania

142

5.556,2

39,13

Slovakia

78

3.754,4

48,13

Slovenia

42

569,9

13,57

5.024

27.474,1

5,47

195

13.331,0

68,36

Spain
Sweden

The VSL is calculated basing on the level of economic well-being and the quality of life of citizens.
This value is used in the insurance and engineering fields to evaluate the costs of a fatality / injury
for the community due to an accident. In Italy, the average social cost for a fatality is estimated in
1.503.990 Euro, while the cost for an injured person is estimated in 53.205 Euro (in 2014) [8].
4.2.2

Determination of the average number of accidents at the PTI

Since Italy is considered as the reference Country for the development of the CBA, we take into
consideration the number of accidents occurred (in 2017) at the PTI. This data is provided by [9],
which reports 5 accidents in total, with a 1:4 ratio between deaths and injuries. This number of
accidents has been quite constant since 2012 and shows how difficult it is to further reduce the
number of accidents in this context.

Figure 11 Yearly accidents at the PTI in Italy [9].

4.2.3

Identification of the main railway stations in the sample country

In Italy there are 4.280 railway stations, with trains carrying about 52.778 million passengers-km
per day. In order to create a realistic scenario, it was assumed that the Flexy2Ramp system could
not be installed in every station and at every platform, because the final cost would be too high
and would not be economically feasible. Therefore, only the main stations were considered for
the installation of Flexy2Ramp, i.e. those stations with more than 3 million passengers per year.
Hence, the average number of platforms per station was estimated (11 platforms per station) to
evaluate the number of Flexy2Ramps to be installed (one per platform). Table 20 shows the
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stations considered in this study, with information about the number of passengers per year and
the number of tracks in each [10].
Table 20 Main Italian railway stations per passengers/year.
Railway station name

Passengers per year

Number of tracks

Station di Roma Termini

150.000.000,00

32

Station di Milano Centrale

116.800.000,00

24

Station of Torino Porta Nuova

59.000.000,00

20

Station of Firenze Santa Maria Novella

59.000.000,00

19

Station of Bologna Centrale

58.000.000,00

26

Station of Napoli Centrale

50.000.000,00

23

Station of Milano Cadorna

40.100.000,00

10

Station of Venezia Mestre

31.000.000,00

14

Station of Venezia Santa Lucia

30.000.000,00

22

Station of Verona Porta Nuova

25.000.000,00

12

Station of Milano Porta Garibaldi

25.000.000,00

20

Station of Genova Piazza Principe

24.000.000,00

12

Station of Genova Brignole

22.000.000,00

10

Station of Palermo Centrale

19.000.000,00

16

Station of Padova

18.500.000,00

12

Station of Pisa Centrale

15.000.000,00

18

Station of Bari Centrale

14.000.000,00

20

Station of Milano Lambrate

12.500.000,00

12

Station of Bergamo

10.300.000,00

9

Station of Napoli Campi Flegrei

9.500.000,00

7

Station of Novara

9.400.000,00

13

Station of Brescia

9.000.000,00

20

Station of Pavia

8.700.000,00

7

Station of Parma

8.000.000,00

8

Station of Vicenza

7.700.000,00

8

Station of Udine

7.200.000,00

8

Station of Milano Rogoredo

7.000.000,00

13

Station of Monza

7.000.000,00

7

Station of Genova Sampierdarena

7.000.000,00

6

Station of Treviso Centrale

7.000.000,00

9

Station of Lecco

7.000.000,00

6

Station of Gallarate

6.600.000,00

8

Station of Modena

6.500.000,00

7

Station of Alessandria

6.400.000,00

13

Station of Saronno

6.200.000,00

9

Station of Napoli Mergellina

6.200.000,00

2

Station of Savona

6.200.000,00

11

Station of Salerno

6.000.000,00

11

Station of Trieste Centrale

6.000.000,00

8

Station of Asti

6.000.000,00

9

Station of La Spezia Centrale

6.000.000,00

8
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Railway station name

4.2.4

Passengers per year

Number of tracks

Station of Roma Ostiense

5.800.000,00

15

Station of Bolzano

5.500.000,00

6

Station of Piacenza

5.500.000,00

9

Station of Caserta

5.400.000,00

6

Station of Roma Trastevere

5.300.000,00

6

Station of Livorno Centrale

5.300.000,00

7

Station of Ancona

5.200.000,00

15

Station of Cagliari

5.000.000,00

8

Station of Rimini

5.000.000,00

9

Station of Ferrara

5.000.000,00

6

Station of Trento

5.000.000,00

8

Station of Cremona

4.800.000,00

8

Station of Varese

4.500.000,00

6

Station of Voghera

4.500.000,00

8

Station of Foggia

4.000.000,00

13

Station of Reggio Emilia

4.000.000,00

9

Station of Prato Centrale

4.000.000,00

7

Station of Arezzo

4.000.000,00

12

Station of Lodi

4.000.000,00

5

Station of Lucca

4.000.000,00

9

Station of Rovigo

3.600.000,00

6

Station of Pescara Centrale

3.500.000,00

12

Station of Ravenna

3.500.000,00

10

Station of Treviglio

3.500.000,00

11

Station of Vercelli

3.500.000,00

5

Station of Chiavari

3.400.000,00

3

Station of Castelfranco Veneto

3.200.000,00

7

Station of Civitavecchia

3.200.000,00

6

Station of Cuneo

3.000.000,00

6

Station of Orte

3.000.000,00

6

Station of Perugia

3.000.000,00

8

Station of Pistoia

3.000.000,00

5

Station of Pordenone

3.000.000,00

3

Economic impact analysis following the introduction of Flexy2Ramp

In order to assess the value of the investment, the financial figures of the Italian railway operator
Trenitalia, owned by Ferrovie dello Stato Italiane holding [11], is considered [12]. The revenues
from sales and services of Trenitalia in 2018 amounted to 5.206 MEuro, with a yearly growth of
0,8%. The scenario considered will then be based on the information previously introduced and
summarized in the following:
•
•
•

Italy is considered as the reference Country for the CBA.
The social cost for a fatality is set at 1.503.990 Euro, while the cost for each injured person
is 53.205 Euro.
The number of accidents at the PTI in Italy is set at 5 per year. The ratio between deaths
and injuries is 1:4, according to the report from ANSF “Agenzia Nazionale per la Sicurezza
delle Ferrovie” [9]. This means 1 fatality and 4 injuries per year.
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•

Flexy2Ramp will be installed only in half of the platforms (50% of the average number of
tracks, i.e. 5,5 platforms) of the main stations in the country (≥ 3 million passengers per
year).
The initial cost of Flexy2Ramp is 45.000 Euro, while its annual maintenance cost is 2.900
Euro, for an operative life of 20 years.

•

Due to the TRL 3 achieved within the framework of FAIR Stations, it is difficult at this stage to
estimate the reduction in the number of accidents at the PTI thanks to Flexy2Ramp. Several
scenarios will be then considered to estimate the financial impact of the system and its financial
sustainability. Finally, the results will be assessed in a time frame of 20 years, considered as the
operating life of the Flexy2Ramp system. For the ease of calculation, it was also assumed that all
the Flexy2Ramp systems are installed during the first year.
The following Table 21 shows the cost variation resulting from Flexy2Ramp installation in the
main railway stations in Italy.
Table 21 Cost variation due to the installation of Flexy2Ramp (in grey the current situation; in blue the
situation after the installation of the Flexy2Ramp system).

Accidents /
year

Fatalities /
year

5

1

WITHOUT FLEXY2RAMP INSTALLED (AS IS)
Cost per fatality /
Cost per injury
Injuries / year
year
/ year

4

Flexy2Ramp
Cost

Number of
stations

45 k€

80

1,6 M€

56 k€

WITH FLEXY2RAMP INSTALLED (TO BE)
Average
Number of
% of platforms with
number of
Flexy2Ramp
Flexy2Ramp
platforms
installed

11

50%

440

Total cost of
accidents / year

After 20 years

1,824 M€

36,48 M€

Initial purchase
cost

After 20 years
(maintenance
included)

19,8 M€

45,32 M€

After 20 years, the total cost associated to the installation of Flexy2Ramp is larger than the total
cost associated to the accidents. Of course, the difference becomes larger if we also consider the
costs associated to the (smaller number of) accidents that will occur anyway, also in the case
Flexy2Ramp is installed.
However, an increase in the number of PRM passengers should be expected, who will choose
the rail transport instead of other means (e.g. private cars), thanks to the increased level of
accessibility and safety enabled by Flexy2Ramp. This will then have a positive impact on the
operating income of the operator.
In order to make a preliminary assessment, the minimum increase in revenues, able to
compensate the investment associated to Flexy2Ramp is estimated. Considering the growth in
passengers and revenues of Ferrovie dello Stato in the recent years [12] (about 1% per year) as
a constant trend for the next 20 years (same time frame as the operating life of a Flexy2Ramp
system), the following Table 22 reports the additional increase in revenues (and in passengers)
needed to compensate the investment associated to the installation of the Flexy2Ramp systems
as described above.
Table 22 Analysis of different accident reduction scenarios.
Accidents
reduction

Accidents cost after
20 years

Total cost increase
compared to “as is”

Increase in revenues able to
compensate the extra cost

10%

32,83 MEuro

41,67 MEuro

0.04%

30%

25,64 MEuro

34,38 MEuro

0.033%

50%

18,24 MEuro

27,08 MEuro

0.026%

Even considering an accident reduction of just 10%, a yearly increase of 0.04% in the number of
passengers (and then in the revenues for sales and services) would fully compensate the
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investment. This number is quite in line with the current population using the services dedicated
for PRMs, as reported in D5.2. However, this assumption is very conservative, since the 50% of
the population can be classified in one of the PRM categories [13] and many of them do not take
the train today because of accessibility issues (e.g. need for assistance, advance booking, etc.).
We can then consider the installation of Flexy2Ramp as fully sustainable, even in volumes larger
than those discussed above.
4.2.5

Further considerations

The scenario considered refers to a sample case study and is based only on the data publicly
available for the Italian operator. Therefore, it may not be representative of all the European
countries. However, there are additional factors that support the positive predictions:
•

•

•

The analysis carried out in D2.1 [13] shows that around 50% of station users can be
classified in a PRM category and, also considering the aging of the European population,
this percentage is expected to grow. Therefore, it is clear that the increase in the revenues
for sales and services of the railway operators could be much higher than estimated.
The reduction in the accidents at the PTI (and in the railway transport in general) will make
this mode of transport more attractive for users. Therefore, the number of persons involved
in accidents when using other means of transport, less safe than the railways, may
decrease as well.
At least in Italy, in the case of delayed trains, a penalty system is applied to the operator.
Thanks to Flexy2Ramp we can expect a decrease in the dwell time, when compared to
existing devices for boarding and alighting of PRMs. This would then cause a reduction in
the delay penalties for the operator.

This last point is of particular interest. Ferrovie dello Stato Italiane reports that about the 8,6% of
the long-distance trains and the 5,2% of the short distance ones have more than 5 minutes delay
at the departure. The average delay at the arrival station is 5,9 minutes for the long-distance trains
and 1,7 minutes for the short-distance ones [14]. In order to minimise the delays, a penalty system
is established: for each minute exceeding the 3-minutes threshold, there are penalties in cash
both for the Infrastructure Manager (IM) and the Railway Companies (RC) [15]. In Italy, Ferrovie
dello Stato Italiane (FSI) is a holding group that includes both the RC (Trenitalia) and the IM (RFI,
Rete Ferroviaria Italiana). Therefore, FSI is subjected to penalties in the case of train delays. In
addition, in the case of Trenitalia, passengers receive a partial refund of the ticket price equal to:
•
•

25% if the short-distance train has a delay between 60 and 119 minutes; 50% if the train
has a larger delay (this data it is available on the Trenitalia website [16]).
25% if the long-distance train has a delay between 30 and 59 minutes; 50% if the train
has a larger delay.

The Italian penalty system is then quite complex, as it takes into account both penalties for the
quality of the service and refunds for the passengers in case of long delays. The introduction of
an optimal number of Flexy2Ramp systems may allow the railway operators to reduce the dwell
time, because they would enable quicker alighting and boarding operations. In any case, the
impact on the efficiency of the transport system requires more in-depth analysis to be quantified
– outside the scope of FAIR Stations – because the delay due to the passengers boarding and
alighting operations is not the only variable that determine the dwell time (e.g. the largest delays
are due to traffic on the network and exceptional events, such as a person run over or the
interruption of one or more lines due to damage caused for example by extreme weather events).
A scenario based on the Italian railway station of Milano Centrale (second in Italy in terms of
volume of passengers and one of the most important stations in the EU) and the Italian penalty
mechanism is then developed. Milano Centrale is a large station with 24 platforms, about 320.000
visitors and 600 trains per day. The scenario is then developed on top of the following
assumptions, aimed to simplify the complex penalty system regulation:
•
•
•

10% of trains have a delay; 67% have 5 minutes delays, 33% have 15 minutes delays.
The penalty associated to delays longer than 3 minutes is paid only by the GI.
All the trains considered are short distance trains.
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•
•
•
•

No refund to the passengers is considered.
The penalty is 0,50 Euro for each minute of delay (for any train type and when delays are
larger than 3 minutes) [15].
Train delays are caused by passengers boarding and alighting operations in the 13% of
all cases [17]. Then the impact of one Flexy2Ramp is 0,54%, considering that Milano
Centrale hosts 24 platforms (= 13% / 24).
The number of Flexy2Ramp installed is equal to 11, accordingly with the number
estimated in Table 21.

The scenario proposed simplifies the real Italian system of penalties and voluntarily
underestimates it.
Table 23 reports the current scenario of the station, with the amount of the penalties per day, per
year and after 20 years (corresponding to the useful life of Flexy2Ramp).
Table 23 Milano Centrale station – “as is” scenario.
Current situation
Total number of trains

600

Delayed trains

60

Delayed trains ≤ 5 minutes

40

Delayed trains > 5 minutes

20

Daily penalty

Annual penalty

Penalty after 20 years

≤ 5 minutes (5 min)

100 €

36.500 €

730.000 €

> 5 minutes (15 min)

150 €

54.750 €

1.095.000 €

Total penalty cost

250 €

91.250 €

1.825.000 €

The following Table 24 reports the savings due to the installation of the Flexy2Ramp systems at
11 platforms. As reported above, this can reduce the delays of the 5,94% of all trains delayed.
Table 24 Milano Centrale station – Flexy2Ramp installed scenario.
Flexy2Ramp systems installed at 11 platforms.
Number of systems purchased

11

Delayed trains

56

Delayed trains ≤ 5 minutes

38

Delayed trains > 5 minutes

19

Daily penalty

Annual penalty

Penalty after 20 years

≤ 5 minutes (5 min)

94 €

34.332 €

686.638 €

> 5 minutes (15 min)

141 €

51.498 €

1.029.957 €

Total penalty cost

235 €

85.830 €

1.716.595 €

Finally, Table 25 compares the results obtained in Table 23 and Table 24, reporting the savings
thanks to the introduction of the Flexy2Ramp systems.
Table 25 Savings due to the introduction of Flexy2Ramp in Milano Centrale.
Daily

Annual

After 20 years

Without Flexy2Ramp

250 €

91.250 €

1.825.000 €

With Flexy2Ramp

235 €

85.830 €

1.716.595 €

15 €

5.420 €

108.405 €

Total savings

This demonstrates that the installation of the Flexy2Ramp systems can reduce the penalty costs
during the operational life of Flexy2Ramp. Each system can have a positive impact of only 0,54%
in the reduction of the delayed trains. However, as reported in the assumptions, the maximum
impact could not exceed 13% in any case, because this is the percentage of train delays
associated to issues at the PTI. If an appropriate number of Flexy2Ramp systems was installed
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in all the main stations (those with the highest passenger traffic), the impact could be larger,
because the entire network would benefit from it, as the overall network efficiency would be
improved. A reduction in train delays would also generate an increase in the quality of the service
and consequently an increase in the customer satisfaction.

4.3

Train Door

The cost benefit analysis for the train door was not performed, as no new detailed designs are
proposed by FAIR Stations, but only minor modifications to existing doors, in order to be compliant
with the operation of the Flexy2Ramp system. Such analysis would then have little significance.

4.4

Crowd Management Analysis Solutions

New surveillance systems integrating the technologies discussed in deliverable D4.2 can provide
several relevant information regarding the crowd flow in the railway station environment. This
section discusses how this data can be used to increase the economic benefits of the
stakeholders involved. No quantitative analysis is performed for such technologies, as it would
heavily depend on the specific use case considered. This is both in terms of existing infrastructure
and final scope and use of the information collected through such technologies, involving not only
the railway station owner and manager, but also the activities available in the infrastructure (e.g.
shops and leisure activities in general). Thus, only qualitative considerations are provided in the
following.
The information collected on crowd flow and on the number of users in specific areas can be
collected to perform different analysis for different scopes. In the case of railway stations, knowing
how and how many people move in the environment could be useful to optimize the location of
services and the distribution of users in the different areas. Railway operators and station
managers would strongly benefit from technologies for crowd management and analytics, for
example by having the full visibility and picture of the real-time crowding along the platform and
in the different areas of the station. This information could be used to provide the station staff alert
notifications both for current crowding situations and crowding events about to occur, if associated
to predictive analytics, and also as a decision support to take informed decisions. Technologies
for crowd management and analytics could also provide the station staff real time notifications of
crowding hotspots, dangerous situations and any other detectable relevant events (track crossing,
intrusion detection, etc.). These technologies could also provide useful information for debriefing
and reviewing of disruptions, to improve the service offered by the customer service assistance
team.
Station users and passengers could also strongly benefit from crowd flow management and
analytics solutions, through smoother crowd flow and improved safety and accessibility at the
platform and within the station, and in general improved customer satisfaction. Crowded areas
can indeed cause stress and loss of orientation in users and lead to the creation of conflicting
flows of people (and therefore to possible collisions and accidents), making the experience in the
station unpleasant. This condition is also more evident for PRMs, who have in general problems
with their movements. For example, a wheelchair user may find difficulties in his/her orientation
because he/she has a lower point of view than the other users and also has serious movement
difficulties. Therefore, increasing the accessibility level of railway stations is a strength point for
railway stations, particularly crowded ones, which can then become more attractive to users and
especially PRMs. Technologies for crowd management and analytics can ensure smoother flows
both within the infrastructure and at the platforms, minimizing the train dwell time and accidents
at the PTI caused by overcrowding, thus further increasing the positive impacts provided by
Flexy2Ramp. In addition, the collection of data on the number of users in the station can be also
used to design efficient evacuation strategies and plans, increasing the level of security and safety
of the station.
Another field where people detection data can be used and exploited is the marketing and
commercial field. Today, the main European stations are also entertainment centres with
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shopping areas, restaurants, banks, pharmacies, etc. (an example is shown in Figure 12). The
comparison between the data about flows, sales and the level of interest in a product/shop (e.g.
measured taking into account the time spent in the area near the object of study) offers a great
opportunity for the infrastructure manager to plan the optimal layout of the products/shops, thus
favouring the maximization of profits.

Figure 12 Milano Centrale station, map of the services.

Today, viable and sustainable businesses are a matter of great interest. In fact, shopping malls
and transport infrastructures aim to increase the economic benefits. The optimization of resources
and spaces is an economical response to this need. Thanks to the enabling technologies
identified and tested within FAIR Stations, data can be obtained about the number of visitors, then
heat maps and crowd simulations can be used to develop crowd management strategies or to
plan and design new configurations of the use case environment.
Data on the number of visitors, heat maps and demographic analysis can be used to develop
optimal crowd management strategies. For example, some of these strategies can involve
managing the staff members of a store to minimize the waiting time for the customers at the tills,
employing the optimal number of staff, or in other cases reorganizing the displacement of products
to emphasize specific ones. Such technologies can provide positive impacts in terms of economic
benefits, improvement in staff management (resulting from an optimal scheduling) and increases
in conversion rates (typical conversion rates are the number of visits and the sales quotas). As
an example, Samsung Electronics used technologies for people flow detection and counting,
simultaneously cross referencing this data with sales data, to compare the stores performances
and to monitor the marketing effectiveness and the employee productivity. Thanks to the use of
technologies for crowd management and analytics they were finally able to increase the
conversion rate over 5% in more than 70 stores in just one year [18]. Similar test cases have been
implemented by other companies like Ford, Sephora, Bata and Swarovski.
Therefore, the impact that can be achieved through crowd management and analytics
technologies will finally depend on the specific case and objectives. In large shopping centres and
thanks to the following optimization of the merchandise layout, it can provide significant impact,
visible through higher profits and sales. On the other hand, the impact for a railway station (or in
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an airport) must be sought in other indicators. For example, if the objective is the improvement of
the accessibility level of the station and/or the increase in the users’ satisfaction level, then the
results are not easily quantifiable as in the previous case. The positive effects and the
improvements in marketing performances can be seen from increased transport demand or an
increase in the number of visits. While data regarding the satisfaction level of users can be
determined through questionnaires and surveys.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
The main objective of the Task 6.1 was to assess the economic potential of the technologies
developed and used in FAIR Stations. Bearing in mind the given scope of FAIR Stations, the
target TRL (3) of the technologies involved / investigated within the project and the limited set of
information available, the analyses are inevitably only partial. The results however provided
reasonable indications regarding the technical and economic values of such technologies. New
analyses shall then be performed at a later stage of development, once a higher TRL (6-7) is
achieved, by deeply involving the stakeholders involved in the analyses, e.g. infrastructure and
network managers and operators.
The SWOT Analysis highlighted the positive and negative aspects of each system, comparing the
new technologies developed within the project with the ones currently in use.
Flexy2Ramp is an innovative platform-based solution for the PTI that allows increasing the
accessibility level of railway and metro stations in a safe and reliable way. It can be integrated
into the platforms of any railway network.
The train doors designed are based on simple modifications to existing doors, but able to safely
comply with the Flexy2Ramp system operation.
The solutions for the crowd management and analysis enable the exploitation of data that are
currently not available via traditional CCTV systems, providing information on density levels,
transits and in general on people flows. The data collected can be used for the adoption of new
crowd management strategies to improve accessibility levels, optimize spaces within the
infrastructure and, finally, customer experience and satisfaction.
From an economic point of view, Flexy2Ramp is more expensive than the systems employed
nowadays to board and alight PRMs. Nevertheless, the cost benefit analysis shows that the
investment can ensure an economic return in the long run (i.e. in a time comparable to the useful
life of Flexy2Ramp). It is also worth noting that mass produced, the Flexy2Ramp can benefit from
economies of scale, and the price could be significantly reduced. The benefits identified are the
following:
•
•
•

•
•

Improved accessibility level of the trains at the PTI.
Increase in the number of users willing to travel by train, preferring it to other means of
transport.
The economic return for the railway operators is a very difficult factor to be assessed.
However, as highlighted by the project research, about 50% of station users can be
classified as a PRM, while many other PRMs cannot take a train today because either it
is inaccessible to them or they need dedicated assistance. Then we can say that if the
level of accessibility of stations increase, then the number of users (and the resulting
revenues from ticket sales) will increase as well.
The dwell time of the trains in the stations due to the boarding and alighting of PRMs can
be also reduced, thanks to faster boarding and alighting operations.
The efficiency of the railway network can increase, benefiting from the dwell time
reduction.

The new train doors are sustainable from the economic point of view, as strictly connected to the
Flexy2Ramp system and its features. In addition, their cost does not differ too much from existing
train doors. They are to be equipped with a new warning system, connected to Flexy2Ramp, that
communicate to passengers that the system is running and that they must not stay in the marked
area during its operation. The detailed materials and components of these doors are not an object
of study in this project, because the main objective was to provide two layouts (one for long
distance trains and the other for short distance trains) that comply with the TSI and that could
safely operate with the Flexy2Ramp system.
Finally, systems integrated with smart cameras, able to count and detect people are innovative
tools that can strongly improve the crowd management. The cost of these devices is higher than
the cameras used in traditional CCTV systems. However, the strong benefits achievable by
technologies for crowd management and analytics, in terms of improved security and accessibility
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(as improved crowd flow) of the infrastructure cannot be quantified. They can ensure improved
and smoother flows both within the infrastructure and at the platforms, minimizing the train dwell
time and accidents at the PTI caused by overcrowding, thus further increasing the positive
economic impacts provided by Flexy2Ramp. In addition, business can be generated on crowd
management, both as clients and as service providers.
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